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Abstract 
We propose an O(n’) algorithm for the uncapacited plant location problem on a given tree 
network of n vertices. 
1. Introduction 
Let T = (V,E) be a tree with vertex set V = { 1, . . . , n} and edge set E. Each edge e of 
E has a positive length l(e). The distance d,,, between two points Y and s on Tis defined 
to be the length of the shortest path between Y and s, the length of a path being the sum 
of the lengths of its edges; in particular, d,,, = 0. Clients are located at vertices of the 
tree and the facility locations belong to the vertex set. Each facility can serve all clients 
and the cost of establishing a facility at Y is given byfi > 0. Demand for the commodity 
from the client located at s is w, and there is a transportation cost associated with 
transporting goods from a facility to a client which is linear with respect to the 
distance traveled. The uncapacited plant location problem (u.p.1.p.) is to minimize the 
sum of the costs of establishing the facilities and transporting the commodities. This 
problem can be formulated as the search for a subset R of { 1, . . . , a] which minimizes 
the set function 
z(R) = cfi + c w,.mind,,. 
l.ER s=l,rt rER 
R is the set of vertices where a facility is open and the demand of the client located at 
s is supplied by the nearest open facility [3]. This problem with d,,, replaced by 
arbitrary transportation cost II,,,, is the standard formulation of the u.p.1.p. The 
general plant location problem is NP-hard. Kolen [2] has developed a polynomial- 
time algorithm that finds the solution in O(n3) time for the problem defined on a tree. 
His algorithm uses an algorithm due to Hoffman, Kolen and Sakarovitch [l] which 
can solve polynomially O-l linear programming problems when the constraints matrix 
satisfies certain properties. We adopt here a quite different approach specially adapted 
to this problem and we propose an O(n’) algorithm. 
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2. Definitions and notations 
Transform the tree T = (V, E) into a rooted tree T = (V, A) by arbitrarily choosing, 
among the vertices of T, the vertex 1 as the root. (See Fig. l(a) and (b)). For all 
j E (1, . ..) n} let ~j be the set of vertices composed of j and its descendants in 
T= (V,A). 
Witheach R c (1, . . . . a} is associated one or several feasible solutions of the u.p.1.p. 
In the sequel we only consider feasible solutions where each client is supplied by the 
open facility located at the nearest vertex with the smallest number. This implies that 
a client located at a vertex k which is a successor ofj in T = (V, A), is supplied either by 
a facility in V, or by a facility out of V, but supplyingj. Every feasible solution (and in 
particular an optimal solution) thus defines a forest F on the set of vertices V: the roots 
of the rooted trees of F are the vertices belonging to R (i.e., the vertices where a facility 
is open), and the arcs of F are the edges of E on the paths joining r and s, directed from 
r to s, for all (r-, s) such that client s is supplied by a facility in r. Conversely, let ._%- be the 
set of forests (V, AF) such that (s, t) E AF implies [s, t] E E; every forest F of 9 defines 
a feasible solution of the u.p.1.p.: a client located at a vertex s is supplied by the facility 
open at the root of the tree of F containing s. Finally the u.p.1.p. can be formulated as 
the search for an optimal forest among the forests of 9. Note that we consider several 
directions of the edges of E: one direction creating an order among the vertices of 
V(the rooted tree T = (V, A)) and the others corresponding to the forests of Y-, i.e., to 
feasible solutions. Fig. 1 illustrates the above concepts for a particular example. 
Given two vertices i and j of V, denote by ptj the directed path from i to j obtained 
from the (undirected) path between i and j in T = (V, E). Let Y(pij) be the set of its 
vertices and a(~ij) the set of its arcs. Given a forest F and a vertex s of F, denote by 
rF(s) the root of the rooted tree of F containing s. 
For all(i,j)E{l,..., n}‘, denote by 9(i, j) the set of forests, subgraphs of forests of 
F-, satisfying: 
(i) the set of vertices is K/ij = Vj u ~(~ij), 
(ii) the set of arcs includes the arcs of pij, 
(iii) i is a root. 
Some examples are given in Fig. 2. 
Let F be a forest of 9(i, j) (note that for each vertex s of F, IF(s) E Vj u {i}). By 
definition, the cost of F will be 
Y(F) = c fi + c WS4%),S. 
r(reVjandrisaroot S(SEVj 
Every forest F of 9(&j) corresponds to a feasible solution of the u.p.1.p. restricted to 
the subgraph of T = (V, E) generated by the set of vertices Kj, including a facility in 
i and such that the clients in j are supplied by the facility in i (all clients at a vertex of 
V(pij) are thus served by the facility in i). Clients located at a vertex of Vj can be 
supplied by a facility located at i even if i does not belong to V’j. Note that the cost of 
F is the value of such a feasible solution, where the demands of clients located out of Vj 
are not considered and where the cost of establishing a facility at i is not taken in 
account if i $ Vj. 
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Fig. 1. (a) A tree network T = (V, E). ((x): length of an edge, d,,, = 1 + 3 + 1 = 5 = distance between 
vertices 3 and 6.) (b) The rooted tree T = (P’, A). (c) F, the forest of 9 defined by R = {3,5,10,13}. (A client 
is supplied by the facility at the nearest vertex with the smallest number.) 
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Given two directed graphs G’ = (V”, A’) and G” = (V”, A”) we denote by G’ u G” the 
graph (V’ u V”, A’ u A”). Let r(j) = {k: (j, k) E A), i.e., r(j) is the set of successors of 
vertex j in the tree T = (V, A). 
3. Main results 
We propose a method for computing, for all (i, j) E (1,. . . , TI}~, the cost of an optimal 
forest of 9(i, j). Computations are carried out progressively using the fact that an 
optimal forest of P(i, j) can be determined from the optimal forests of F(r, k) for all 
k E r(j) and for all r E (1, . . . . n}. In this way we finally obtain the optimal cost of 
a forest of 9. 
Lemma 1. For all (i, j) E { 1, . . . . r~}~, 
(i) F E F(i,j) * Vk E r(j), 3Fk E9(rF(k), k) SUCK that F = Uker(j)Fk u ~ij, 
(ii) Vk E r(j), Vr, E V, u (i}, VFk E 9(r,, k), F = UksTcjlFk u pij a F E Y(i,j). 
Proof. The proof is a direct consequence of the following: 
- the definition of the set of forests P(i, j) for all (i, j) E { 1,. . . , n}” (and therefore of 
.F(rF(k), k) and F(rk, k)); 
- the definition of the union of two graphs; 
_ the tree structure of T which implies there is no edge between two vertices 
belonging respectively to V, and V, for all (k, I) such that k E r(j), 1 E r(j) and k # 1; 
- the facts that rF(k) = i if (j, k) is an arc of forest F (in this case ~ik and CLij are 
directed paths of F and, of course, pik = ~ij u (j, k)) and that r’(k) E V, if (j, k) is not 
an arc of F (in this case “Y(&F~& c V,). 0 
Lemma 1 is illustrated by Fig. 2. 
Lemma 2. Let F be a forest of Y(i, j) and for all k E r(j) let rk be a vertex of V, u {i}; 
let Fk be a forest of F(rk, k). If 
F = U Fk U /Lij 
kEr(j) 
then 
y(F) = c Y(Fk) + wjdi,j for j Z i, 
kEr(j) 
and 
y(F)= 1 y(F,)+h fOrj=i. 
kET(j) 
Proof. (i) j # i. Let y = xker(j$J(Fk) + Wjdij. Then 
Y= c ( c .L + C Wsd/k(s),s + wjdi,j ksr(j) rIrEVkandrisarootofFk SEVk 
=c c f, + C C WsdrFk(s),s + wjdi,j. 
ker(j)rJrEVkandrisarootofF* ker(j) SSV~ 
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Fig. 2. Examples of forests of 9(i, j). F’ is a forest of Sa.2; F” is a forest of 9j,6; F”’ is a forest of 9,. 5; 
rF’(6) = F(2) = 3; I’(2) = {5, 6); F’ = F” u F”’ (Lemma 1). 
The set of roots of F belonging to Vj is the union, for all k E r(j), of the set of roots of 
Fk belonging to Vk. Now, for all k E r(j) and all s E V,, +(s) = F(s). Therefore, since 
U vk}l:ET(j), {j]> is a partition of Vj, we have 
Y= c fr + C WSdlFtS),S - Wjdr’(j), j + wjdi, j 
I ( TE Vj and I is a root of F SEVj 
and on noting that r”(j) = i, we deduce, by definition of y(F), y = y(F). 
(ii) j = i. Let y = CkErCj) y(F,) +J;:. The set of roots of F belonging to 4 is the 
union, for all k E r(j), of the set of roots of Fk and {j]. Now, for all k E r(j) and all 
s E V,, rF+) = rF(.s). Therefore, since { { Vk/k)ksr(j), {j) > is a partition of Vj and since { j) 
is a root of F, we have 
Y= 
( 
c f* -fj 
I( 




and on noting that r”(j) = j and dj,j = 0, we deduce, by definition of y(F), 
Y=?(F). 0 
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Now define, for all (i, j) E (1,. .., n>‘, the quantities Cij: 
C min{crk: r’E Vk U {i}) + Wjdi,j, 
ktr(j) 
if i$Vj, 
Cij = c min{c&: r E vk u {i}} +fj, if i = j, 
ker(j) 
cif + C min{c& YE vk U {i}} + wjdi,j, if iE v,, 1E r(j). 
ksr(j), k # I 
Theorem 3. For all (i, j) E (1, . . . , n}’ 
cij is the minimal cost of a forest in F(i, j). (9) 
Proof. The proof is by recurrence. 
We first prove the property for all (i, j) E (1, . . . . n}’ such that j is a leaf of 
T (r(j) = 8): 
- if j = i, F(i, j) = {F} with F = {{j}, S}; th e cost of F is by definition fj which is 
indeed equal to cjj. 
- ifj # i, F(i, j) = {F} with F = (~(clij), ~(~ij)); the cost of F is by definition wjdi,j 
which is indeed equal to cij. 
Now consider an index j E (1,. . . , n} which is not a leaf of T. Suppose that the 
property (9’) is true for all (r, k), k E r(j), r E {l, . . . . ri> and prove that it is true for all 
(i,j), i E (1, . . . . n). Fig. 3 gives an illustration of the recurrence. 
Let y* = min{y(F): F E F(i,j)} and let F* be a forest of F(i,j) such that 
y(F*) = y*. From Lemma l(i), we know that Vk E r(j), 3 Fz E F-(?‘*(k), k) such that 
F* = Uker(j) F,f u Ilij. Since rF*(k) E vk u {i}, we get from Lemma 2, 
y* = 1 y(F,*) + widi,,i ifj # i 
ker(j) 
and 
y* = c y(F:) +fj if j = i. 
ker(j) 
For all k E r(j) such that i I$ vk, we claim that 
y(Fz) = min{min{y(F,): F, E p(r, k)), r E vk u {i)). 
Indeed*suppose there exists f; E Vi u {i} and Fi E Y(f, k) such that y(Ft) < y(Fz) for 
some k E r(j); from Lemma l(ii) the graph F’ obtained by replacing F% by F” in 
!ntradicts our assumption. 
kprcJ)Fz u p.. is a forest F’ of F(i, j) which, by Lemma 2, has a cost y(F’) < y*; this 
In the same way if i E V,, 1 E r(j) then rF*(l) = i, F: E .F(i, I) and we can conclude 
that y(Fjc) = min{y(F,): F, E 9(i, 1)). 
Then, by the recurrence hypothesis we have, 
y(F$) = min{c,.k, r E v, LJ {i}}, Vk E r(j) such that i$vk, 
and 
y(FI*) = cil, if i E V,, 1 l r(j). 
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A subtree of T rooted in a successor of j 
4 some arcs of F --- edges of E not in F 
r, (resp. r2. resp. i) : root of the tree of F containing k , (resp. k ?, resp. k,, j and k 1 ) 




C min{c,,: r E Vk u {i}} + wjdi,j = Cij> if i$ Vj> 
ker(j) 
y* = 1 min{c,,: YE Vk U {i)} +fj = Cjj, if i = j, 
ker(j) 
cil + 1 min{c,,: Y E Vk u {i>} 
ker(j),k#l 
+ wjdi,j = C.. 11, 
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4. The algorithm 
The essential idea of the algorithm is to progressively compute the cij, beginning 
with the leaves of T and ending with the root. Indeed, by definition of cij, it is clear 
that, for a givenj, we can compute Cij for all i E { 1, . . . , n} when we know cik for all (i, k) 
suchthatkEr(j)andiE(l,..., PI}. If 1 is the root of T, once cil id determined for all 
iE{l,..., n}, an optimal value of the considered u.p.1.p. is obviously equal to min {cil : 
i E (1, . . ..?I>}. 
For all s E (1, . . ..n} let c: = min (c,,: r E Ifs}. For all (i, j) E { 1, . . . , n}‘, the cij can be 
written 
Wjdi,j + C min{ck*, cik}, 
keT(j) 
if i~Vj, 
h + c min{c:, cj*k}, 
OCR 
if i = j, 
Wjdi, j + Gil + 1 min{c:, cik), if i E 6, ~~ r(j). 
ksr(j),k #I 
We can now present the algorithm for solving the u.p.1.p. on trees. 
Algorithm for solving the uncapacited plant location problem on trees. 
begin 
1. Transform the tree T = (V, E) into the rooted tree T = (V, A) and let 1,2, . . . , n 
be a breadth-first ordering of the vertices of V (see Fig. l(b)) 
2. for j = n, n - 1, n - 2, . . . , 1 do 
3. for all i E V\ vj do 
cij c wjdi,j + ~ker(j)min{cfy Cik} 
end do 
4. Cjj +fj + CksrCjImin{ck*, cjk}; Cj* 4- Cjj 
5. for all 1 E r(j) do 
for all i E V, do 
cij + wjdi,j + cil + CksT(j) k + I min{Ck*, Cik} 




“comment: The value of an optimal solution is given by cf for the last 
j examined during the loop 2, i.e., by c:, 1 being the root of T = (V, A),’ 
end 
4. Run time analysis 
Theorem 4. The previous algorithm solves the uncapacited plant location problem on 
trees in 0(n2) time. 
Proof. The time required to execute step 1 is O(n). Now consider loop 3, statement 
4 and loop 5. For a given vertex j we compute the cij for all i E { 1, . . . ,n} and each 
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computation of a cij requires 0( [r(j)/) time. Therefore the total time required by 
loop 3, statement 4 and loop 5, for a given j, is O(n .Ir(j)j). Thus the total running 
time of the for loop 2 is O(~.,vn.lr(j)() = O(nCjEv(r(j)() and finally, since 
CjEV [r(j)1 = n - 1 we have O(n’) as total running time of the algorithm. 0 
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